
 

English   (03 OCTOBER 2019) 
 

Q1. One of my his greatest contributions (1)/to social 

reform (2)/ was their movement for (3)/eradication 

of child marriages. (4)/No error (5) 

 ANS-(3) ‘their movement’ की जगह ‘his movement’ होगा 

Q.2 He who knows (1)/ all the pros and cons (2)/ of any 

problem (3)/ can built a lot of power/(4) No error (5) 

 ANS (1)‘He who knows’ की जगह ‘one who knows’ होगा 

Q.3 3. Indian began(1)/ his nuclear energy 

(2)/programme during (3)/ the late fifties(4)No error 

(5) 

ANS-(2)‘his’ की जगह  ‘its’होगा। 

Q.4 Her mother promised to (1)/ give her anything what 

she (2)/ wants if she (3)/ passes in the examination 

(4)/ No error (5) 

 ANS-(2)‘anything’ की जगह  ‘something’होगा। 

Q.5 What does matter most (1)/ is the positive (2)/ 

attitude and (3)/ Not the actions(4)/ No error (5) 

 ANS-(1)‘What does matter most ’ की जगह  ‘What  

matters most ’होगा। 

Q.6 We do not know (1)/whom we should blame (2)/ for 

all the lapses observed (3)/ In the procedure(4)/ No 

error (5) 

 ANS-(5) वाक्य सही है 

Q.7 It is I who have (1)/ done this and (2)/ you may hold 

(3)/ me responsible for this(4)/ No error (5) 

 ANS-(5) वाक्य सही है 

Q.8 Last summer (1)/he went to his uncle’s village (2)/ 

and he enjoyed very much(3)/ No error (5) 

 ANS-(3)‘enjoyed’ के बाद Reflexive Pronoun himself का 
प्रयोग होगा। 

Q.9 Both the girls (1)/ he helped one another (2)/ when 

both of them (3)/ where in difficulty (4)/No error (5) 

 ANS-(2) ‘One another’ की जगह  ‘each other’ होगा क्योंकक 

समान्यतया ‘one another’ का प्रयोग  ’दो से अकिक के किए’ होता है, 

जबकक ‘each other’ का दो के किए’। 

देकिए- 

The two brothers love one another (×) 

The two brothers love each other () 

Q.10  Which(1)/ determines a (2)/ good meal varies (3)/ 

from country to country(4)/No error (5) 

 ANS-(1)‘which’ की जगह ‘What’ का प्रयोग है क्योंकक which का 

प्रयोग ’कौन’ के अर्थ में   बताने के किए ककया जाता है, जबकक ‘what’ 

का प्रयोग ’क्या’ के अर्थ में ककया जाता है। 

देकिए- 

Which book do  you like most is known to them() 

What book do  you like most is known to them(×) 

What you say is known to me. () 

Q.11 Fill in the blanks 

1.  This is book is mine and that is……………………… 

1. Your 

2. Your’s 

3. Yours 

4. You 

5. No word 

ANS-1.(3) yours 

2.  Abha is more intelligent and beautiful 

than………….. 

1. I 

2. me 

3. My self 

4. mine 

5. No word 

ANS-2.(1)I 

3. It is………….who was severely punished 

1. him 

2. his 

3. he 

4. he’s 



 
1. No word 

ANS-3. (3)he 

4. Have you any objection to……………going to your 

house? 

1. I 

2. My  

3. mine 

4. me 

5. No word 

ANS-4.(2)my 

5. You and she have cheated………………neighbor. 

1. Our 

2. their 

3. her 

4. Your 

5. No word 

ANS-5.(4)your 

6. This is the only thing………………want. 

1. as  

2. which 

3. whose 

4. that 

5. No word 

ANS-6.(4)that 

7. My views are quite different from…………. 

1. you 

2. your 

3. yourself 

4. yours 

5. No word 

ANS-7(4) yours 

8. They enjoyed………………..during the vacation 

1. themself 

2. themselves 

3. their 

4. theirs 

5. No word 

ANS-9(2) themselves 

9. I do not like……………………….of these two magazines 

1. any 

2. one 

3. either 

4. some 

5. No word 

ANS-9(3)Either 

10. There was none…………did not enjoy the show. 

1. who 

2. which 

3. that 

4. whom 

5. No word 

ANS-10.(3) that 

11. You are the only person……………. Can help him in 

the hour of need. 

1. who 

2. which 

3. whom 

4. that 

5. as 

ANS-11(4) that 

12. Rakhi is the girl……………..has failed. 

1. who 

2. and who 

3. which 



 
4. whose 

5. as 

ANS-12(1) who 

13.  We had to eat standing up because we hadn’t 

anything…………. We could sit on and the grass was 

too wet. 

1. which 

2. and which 

3. that 

4. who 

5. No word 

ANS-13(3) that 

14. The candidate……….. Was interviewed was 

entirely unsuitable 

1. which 

2. whose 

3. whom 

4. who 

5. and who 

ANS-14(4) who 

15. Come and have supper with us if you aren’t 

doing….. Thing tonight 

1. some 

2. any 

3. one 

4. all 

5. No word 

ANS-15(2)Any 

16. This  is the cow……………….milk is sweet. 

1. which 

2. Whom  

3. who 

4. whose 

1. that 

ANS-16(4)whose 

17. I asked him………. Why he was not present in the 

class. 

1. as 

2. that 

3. if 

4. whether 

5. No word 

ANS-17. (5)No word 

18. I was unable to say whether…………………was a boy 

or not. 

1. he 

2. she 

3. that 

4. it 

5. No word 

ANS-18(4)it 

19. We enjoyed………………………… the party last week 

1. ours 

2. ourselves 

3. our 

4. my self 

5. No word 

ANS-19(5) No word 

20. ……………….books is yours and that it mine. 

1. It 

2. It’s 

3. This 

4. That 

5. These 

ANS-20(3)This 



 
CONFUSING WORDS 

(1) JUDICIAL  U;k; laca/kh/  Relating to a judge or 

justice 

     JUDICIOUS- le>nkj@ Wise, prudent 

 

(2) LIGHTENING-   उजािा करना, हल्का करना  /  To make 

bright/ less heavy 

LIGHTNING- कबजिी जो आसमान में कदिती है@ A flash of  

bright light seen in the sky 

LIGHTING- कबजिी की व्यवस्र्ा@The arrangement of 

light 

(3) LOATH- अकनच्छुक &  Ruluctant/ unwilling 

LOATHE- घृणा करना @ To hate 

(4)LOOSE ढ़ीिा / Not tight 

LOSE-   िोना हारना/Be defeated 

LOSS-  घाटा/हाकन @having it less than before 

(5)LUXURIANT- प्रचुरता में उगना/Strong in growth 

LUXURIOUS-   कविाकसता पूणथ/ Very comfortable and 

expensive 

(6)METAL- िातु/A chemical element 

METTLE- क्षमता / Ability 

11. Gold is a precious metal. (Gold – material 

noun; metal – common noun) 

12. Rice is the staple food of South Indians. (rice – 

material noun; food – common noun; Indians – 

proper noun) 

13. The earth moves round the sun. (earth – 

common noun; sun – common noun) 

Home work 

1. The tallest child, _________ was also 

oldest, was also most outgoing. 

A. who 

B. that 

C. whose 

2. I don’t recognize the song _________ is 

playing. 

A. which 

B. that 

C. who 

3. I rode my bike, _________ has a 

headlight, home in the dark. 

A. that 

B. whom 

C. which 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


